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Blue Wren: 31 Sullivan Street, Towong, VIC, 3707 
 

Blue Wren is a beautiful cottage perched on a hillside overlooking the Murray 

River, generously donated by the Dikschei family. This purpose built, cosy and 

relaxing retreat has endless views of the river with open green fields as far as the 

eye can see and, in the distance, the Snowy Mountains. The retreat has been 

designed to maximize the views via floor to ceiling windows and has a deck that 

wraps around two sides of the cottage, providing an excellent place to pass the 

time. Blue Wren is ideally suited to guests who enjoy the quiet solitude of the 

country and the music of nature. 

The quiet, small community of Towong is approximately 11km from Corryong, at 

the base of the Alps. Situated in a stunning rural setting Blue Wren is just minutes 

from the Towong Pass where you can access the Kosciusko National Park and 

Snowy Mountains. It is just 5km from Farrans Lookout, where you can experience 

spectacular views of unspoilt countryside and the mighty Murray River. 

 

Relax in this 

beautiful two 

storey cottage in 

a stunning rural 

setting with 

sweeping views of 

the mountains and 

the Murray River 
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Retreat details 

Location and area 

Towong is located approximately 130km east of Wodonga (1hr 50min drive) in the 

far northeastern corner of Victoria, close to the NSW border and upper reaches of the 

Murray River. 

Towong is famed for its picturesque scenery and unspoilt natural attractions including 

rivers, mountains and forests. It is also home to the legend of the ‘Man from Snowy 

River’ visit the local museum for an insight into the history and culture of the 

area. It is also the perfect spot for trout fishing owing to the abundance of 

waterways. Relax, sit back and connect with the river on a ‘family float’ trip or enjoy 

a guided canoe tour. There is plenty to do including scenic drives and walking trails 

which offer breathtaking views over stunning alpine landscapes and bike riders 

can enjoy little distraction along roads that wind around rivers, hills and 

mountains. Take it easy and get lost in the changing landscape of the river dotted 

with red gums and clear waters. 

 
Accommodation 

Blue Wren sleeps six guests in two bedrooms. There is a mezzanine bedroom with a 

double bed and two singles and a queen bedroom downstairs. The bathroom is also 

on the ground floor. 

Availability 

Blue Wren is available for three, four and seven night stays and bookings can be 

made throughout the year (subject to availability). 

Pets/Smoking 

Pets are not permitted and Blue Wren is strictly smoke free. 

Heating/Cooling 

The retreat has a split system that can be used for cooling and heating. 

Key access 

OTIS will contact you two weeks prior to your stay and provide access 

information. 

 

Other considerations 

Access to the second bedroom is via a steep staircase that is not suitable for 

young children or guests with mobility challenges. The spa is not available for OTIS 

guests. 

Stay limit 

Guests are welcome for one stay per year at this property. 
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